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ABSTRACT: The mechanism of a recently reported Suzuki
coupling reaction of quinoline-derived allylic N,O-acetals has
been studied using a combination of structural, stereo-
chemical, and kinetic isotope effect experiments. The data
indicate that C−O activation is facilitated by Lewis acid
assistance from the boronic acid coupling partner and an
ionic SN1-like mechanism accounts for oxidative addition.
In this context, we demonstrate the first direct observation
of oxidative addition to a quinolinium salt. Notably, this
mechanism is distinct from the more commonly described
SN2(′)-type oxidative addition of low-valent transition metals
to most allylic electrophiles.

Oxidative addition of a transition metal to an organic
electrophile such as an aryl halide or vinyl triflate is a

fundamental elementary step in cross-coupling catalysis. For
allylic electrophiles, oxidative addition with a late transition
metal generally occurs by a stereospecific mechanism with
inversion or retention of configuration.1 We recently reported
the first examples of Suzuki cross coupling with allylic N,O- and
O,O-acetals.2 In these reactions, Csp

3−O bond activation
proceeds with a nickel catalyst under base-free conditions,
enabling a mild and modular synthesis of various privileged
heterocycles (eq 1). Coupling reactions with related electron-

rich electrophiles have all required harsh nucleophilic reaction
partners such as Grignard reagents to achieve Csp

3−O bond
activation by stereospecific oxidative addition mechanisms.3 As
such, we proposed that a distinct SN1-type mechanism was
operative in the Suzuki couplings. Specifically, we envisioned
that the Ni catalyst could undergo oxidative addition to a
transient (iso)quinolinium or benzopyrylium cation accessed by
boronic acid assisted ionization of the allylic ether leaving group
(mechanism (i) in Scheme 1). While oxidative additions are
traditionally understood as the reaction of a metal with an X−Y
σ bond,4 limited precedent for an ionic mechanism is also
available,5 including for the addition of nickel to iminium and
oxocarbenium ions.6 However, this activation mode has not
seen broad application in the design of synthetic methods.7

Arndtsen and Watson have reported Pd and Ni-catalyzed Lewis

acid assisted C−C bond-forming reactions with N-acyliminium
precursors;8 however, direct evidence for the oxidative addition
of a metal to an iminium or oxocarbenium ion in the context of
a catalytic bond-forming reaction has yet to be disclosed.
Since a better understanding of these processes could afford key

insights for the development of new C−C bond-forming reactions
with these classic organic electrophiles, we undertook mechanistic
investigations of the reaction between aryl boroxines and 2-ethoxy-
1-ethoxycarbonyl-1,2-dihydroquinoline (EEDQ) 1. We describe
herein structural, isotopic, and stereochemical studies that offer
direct evidence for the involvement of an ionic SN1-type
mechanism for allylic Csp

3−O activation. In this context, we
demonstrate the first example of oxidative addition of a low valent
metal to a quinolinium ion.
In our previously reported studies on the catalytic system,2a we

observed the propensity of boroxines to racemize EEDQ. As such,
it was difficult to distinguish the proposed stereoconvergent SN1-
type oxidative addition (i) from the more classical mechanisms (ii)
and (iii) in Scheme 1, wherein C−C bond formation takes place
with overall inversion of configuration but is accompanied by an
off-cycle racemization pathway. We conjectured that evaluation of
a stoichiometric system would offer a solution to this problem as
the rate of oxidative addition at high concentrations of nickel
should be competitive with off-cycle boroxine-mediated race-
mization of enantio-enriched EEDQ.
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Scheme 1. Possible Mechanisms for Csp
3−O Activation
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To evaluate these possibilities, we studied a system
comprising Ni, DPEPhos, and EEDQ. DPEPhos was selected
as a ligand because it shares electronic and structural similarities
to PPh3 but is rigid and chelating, which we reasoned should
stabilize the putative allyl complex and facilitate characterization
of relevant catalytic intermediates.9 For pathway (ii), oxidative
addition should occur in the absence of the boronate nucleo-
phile. Combining Ni(cod)2, DPEPhos, and EEDQ (1:1:1) in
the absence of phenylboroxine led to formation of a yellow
crystalline compound 3 in nearly quantitative yield (Scheme 2).

However, the 1H, 13C, and 31P NMR spectra of 3 were
consistent with complexation of (DPEPhos)Ni to the styrenyl
olefin of EEDQ rather than an oxidative adduct. X-ray
crystallographic analysis provided further confirmation of this
structural assignment. Although olefin complexes have been
invoked as intermediates in numerous allylic substitution
reactions,10 complex 3 represents a rare example of a
structurally characterized late transition metal olefin complex
to an allylic electrophile (Figure 1).11

When complex 3 was heated at 60 °C in dioxane/t-AmOH
over 12 h, no oxidative addition was observed to take place as

determined by 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy. This result is in
agreement with the observation that the C39−O2 bond in 3
exhibits negligible elongation compared to that in free EEDQ
(1.434(4) vs 1.417(4) Å).12 By contrast, 2-phenyl dihydroqui-
noline 2a was produced in 81% yield within 5 h upon treatment
of 3 with phenyl boroxine at 23 °C. Monitoring this reaction by
31P NMR spectroscopy revealed clean formation of olefin
complex 4 with no detectable build-up of intermediates.13

Moreover, complex 3 was found to be a competent catalyst for
the phenylation of EEDQ, delivering 2a in 54% isolated yield at
10 mol % loading.
The direct oxidative addition pathway (ii) in Scheme 1 is

inconsistent with these initial studies, which clearly demonstrate
a role for the boroxine in the oxidative addition step. Boronic
acids have been used as Lewis acid catalysts for a wide variety of
transformations,14 but a role for them in oxidative addition is less
precedented.15 Circumstantial evidence in favor of a role as
Lewis acid includes: (a) when 3 was treated with the less Lewis
acidic phenyl pinacol boronate ester, no reaction was observed;
(b) in competition experiments between aryl boroxines of
differing electronic properties (p-CF3, p-H, and p-OMe), more
electron-deficient boroxines reacted faster with olefin complex 3
in a 9.5:2.2:1.0 ratio.16

Unfortunately, in none of these reactions was the presumed
Ni-allyl intermediate observed directly. In an attempt to detect
such a species, we sought to identify a system that would be
resistant to reductive elimination. Addition of hindered and
electronically deactivated boroxines to 3 resulted in a color
change from yellow to dark orange without concomitant C−C
bond formation. However, our attempts to characterize any
intermediates by 1H, 13C, and 31P NMR spectroscopy were
hampered by the presence of multiple species with broadened
spectra. This problem was addressed by using B(C6F5)3, which
induced precipitation of a dark orange solid, 5-borate, when
combined with equimolar 3 (Scheme 2). Characterization of 5-
borate by NMR spectroscopy and single crystal X-ray diffraction
were both consistent with its formulation as a nickel π-allyl
complex.17 Notably, association of the ethoxide leaving group to
the Lewis acidic borane in 5-borate offers compelling structural
evidence for a Lewis acid assisted oxidative addition and may
have relevance to the course of other allylic substitution reactions
with unactivated ether substrates.18

With access to 3 and 5, we were poised to evaluate the
stereochemical outcome of the Lewis acid assisted oxidative
addition in an effort to distinguish mechanisms (i) and (iii).
Exposing enantioenriched complex 3 (99% ee)19 to 0.17 equiv of
phenyl boroxine resulted in formation of racemic 2a, consistent
with the stereochemical experiments conducted in the catalytic
system (eq 2). However, unlike in the catalytic system, recovered

EEDQ showed high levels of enantioenrichment (72% ee). This
result is a significant because it establishes that C−C bond
formation is stereoconvergent. It also suggests that Ni must
dissociate from 3 prior to ionization. Consistent with this proposal,
31P and 19F NMR experiments revealed fast ligand exchange

Scheme 2. Stoichiometric Studies of Oxidative Addition

Figure 1. Solid-state structure of olefin-complex 3 at 30% probability
ellipsoids. Toluene solvent molecule omitted for clarity. Hydrogen
atoms omitted for clarity, except those attached to C37 and C38.
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between the two distinct (DPEPhos)Ni(EEDQ) complexes 6 and
7 (eq 3).17

To test the likelihood that racemization instead occurs post
oxidative addition by a Ni(0)-mediated displacement of the
Ni-allyl complex,20 we carried out the same reaction at low [3].
Notably, the concentration of Ni(0) had no impact on the
stereochemical outcome. Moreover, C−C bond formation
occurred with conservation of ee (95%) when the stereo-
chemical experiment was performed with MeMgBr as
nucleophile,17 suggesting that a Ni-allyl complex of EEDQ
can be configurationally stable. Taken together, these data are
most consistent with the fact that the oxidative addition step in
the Suzuki coupling is SN1-like in character (i).
A kinetic isotope effect experiment provided further evidence

against mechanism (iii). In particular, we observed a secondary
kinetic isotope effect of 1.13 ± 0.02 when 3 and its
isotopologue prepared from 2-d1-EEDQ were treated with 0.8
equiv of B(C6F5)3. This value is intriguing because it is most in
line with reported KIE values for solvolysis reactions of
activated electrophiles like benzhydryl halides.21 By compar-
ison, previously reported secondary kinetic isotope values for
SN2-type oxidative additions typically range from 0.94 to 1.05.22

In isolated cases, including for oxidative addition to electro-
philes with highly stabilized leaving groups, isotope effects as
high as 1.53 have been observed.23 Either an SN1 or radical
chain mechanism has been proposed to account for these data.
Although the stereochemical outcome of the arylation in eq 2
would be consistent with a radical intermediate, the fact that
radical traps such as TEMPO and dihydroanthracene do not
impede efficient formation of 2a under otherwise standard
reaction conditions argues against such a mechanism.17

These studies support the stepwise mechanism (i) wherein a
Lewis acidic boroxine abstracts the alkoxide leaving group of
EEDQ to generate a quinolinium intermediate that can be
intercepted by Ni from either of its two prochiral faces. To our
knowledge, no structural evidence for oxidative addition of a
low-valent transition metal to a quinolinium or related
heteroaromatic ion has been reported. To interrogate the
feasibility of this step, we prepared quinolinium triflate 8 from
EEDQ and TBSOTf. Gratifyingly, addition of Ni(cod)2 and
DPEPhos to 8 resulted in rapid precipitation of 5-triflate in
93% yield as a bright red-orange crystalline solid (Scheme 3).

As determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction, the metrical
parameters of 5-triflate (Figure 2) are very similar to the Ni-
allyl complex 5-borate, with the nickel center lying directly

above the central carbon of the allyl functionality. Furthermore,
exposing allyl complexes 5-borate or 5-triflate to excess phenyl
boroxine in the presence of cesium fluoride furnished 2a in 65
and 70% isolated yield, respectively (eq 4). These data

demonstrate that both complexes are competent in the C−C
bond-forming step of the coupling reaction.
In summary, we have presented a series of experiments that

probe the mechanism of allylic N,O-acetal Csp
3−O oxidative

addition with Ni. Our data are consistent with a Lewis acid assisted
oxidative addition mechanism wherein the boroxine nucleophile
serves as the Lewis acid. The C−O activation reaction appears to
proceed by an SN1-like mechanism. As evidence for this proposal,
we demonstrate oxidative addition of Ni into a quinolinium ion.
Future work will be directed toward evaluating the generality of
these results with other iminium and oxocarbenium ion partners.
We anticipate that this mode of activation will ultimately enable
the development of sp3-cross-coupling reactions complementary
to the much more common transformations of alkyl halides.
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